
Northern Route 
(2 weeks)

Sunny sailing holidays in Greece

Saturday Arrival Sivota, Lefkas 
Sivota is a beautiful that bay offers a safe haven for our fleet and along the marina of Sivota are 

a number of lovely fish tavernas and restaurants. Our jetty is managed by Theo, the owner of 

the 12 Gods restaurant. 12 Gods is where we hold our briefings and joint dinners.  

Sunday Sivota, Lefkas – Lefkas Stad, Lekfas
Lefkas town, also called Lefkado, is a lovely town. Terrace restaurants and fish tavernas 

abound and locally the made dishes are very good. On the west side of the marina, you will 

find several bars with terraces on the water and on the east side you will find most 

restaurants and cafes.

Monday Lefkas Stad, Lekfas – Preveza, mainland
Preveza is located at the beginning of the Amvrokikos Kolpos. A beautiful inland lake that is 

rich in fish. The village has a lively boulevard with several restaurants and bars. But take a 

side street and you will discover all kinds of lovely little alleys to stroll around..

Tuesday Preveza, mainland – Parga, v mainland 
Parga is recognizable by its fortress “Kastelli” in the hills and along the sandy beach. Here 

you can enjoy swimming and or SUPPing. In the evening we are taken by taxi boat to the 

cosy town centre of Parga to wander through the many streets and have dinner. 

Wednesday Parga, mainland – BBQ-bay, mainland
A beautiful sandy beach on the mainland where a BBQ is organized in the evening 

especially for the flotilla. Before that time, there is swimming or various other water sport 

activities on offer.

Thursday BBQ-bay, mainland – Corfu city, Corfu
At the foot of the fortress is Mandraki, a small private club marina. Here we are docked 

using mooring lines. It is a short walk to Corfu city. The beautiful fortresses, the houses in 

Venetian style, the impressive squares, the narrow alleys, and cosy terraces ensure that it is 

a city that makes a big impression.

Friday Corfu city, Corfu – Agni bay, Corfu
The picturesque Agni Bay is located at the foot of the Pantocrater, the highest mountain 

of the island of Corfu. In this bay you can enjoy swimming and snorkelling and, in the 

evening, then sit down to dinner tired but satisfied.



Sunny sailing holidays in Greece

Saturday Agni bay, Corfu – Erikoussa, island north of Corfu
Erikoussa is the northern most Greek island in the Ionian Sea. The island is located about 

6 nautical miles northwest of Corfu and together with the islands Orthoni and Manthraki, 

belongs to the Diapondia Archipelago. The island has 7 small villages but the most important 

villages on the island are Porto and Erikoussa on the east coast of the island.

Sunday Erikoussa, island north of Corfu – Othoni, island north of Corfu
West of the island of Corfu is the tiny Greek island of Othoni. This is the western most island 

of the Diapondia Archipelago. The island is only 11 km2 and there are no more than 

600 inhabitants whose livelihood comes from fishing and olive cultivation. On the island 

you will find only 1 hotel, a few bed and breakfasts, a handful of tavernas, and a few shops. 

Furthermore, the island consists of only olive trees and rocks, a few Byzantine churches, an 

old lighthouse, and a few hidden and partly deserted villages in the hills. Not really a tourism 

destination. And that is exactly what you won’t find there - tourism! Instead, you will find 

peace and authentic and lots of beautiful blue water for a fantastic sail!

Monday Othoni, island north of Corfu –  Lakka, Paxos
The village of Lakka is located on the north side of the island of Paxos on a beautiful and 

well protected bay. The bay is famous for its clear blue water. The lively village consists of 

narrow alleys that lead to squares. From the marina you can take a lovely walk up to the 

entrance of the bay and the lighthouse. There you will have a magnificent view over the 

bay area.

Tuesday Lakka, Paxos Today we rest - no sailing.

Wednesday Lakka, Paxos – Vonitsa, mainland
Vonitsa is located at the foot of a Venetian fortress that can be visited and is beautifully lit 

up at night. The village had a boulevard with cosy tavernas. The village also has a traditional 

bakery and a supermarket.

Thursday Vonitsa, mainland – Karnayo, Meganissi
We will be docked at the Jetty of the taverna Karnayo, which is just outside the small village 

of Vathi. From there it is about a 10-minute walk to the village. The taverna has shower 

facilities and a small supermarket. Fresh bread can also be delivered. There is a small pebble 

beach which is a nice place to swim.

Friday Karnayo, Meganissi – Sivota, Lefkas
Back to home base. Where you can refuel at the jetty before (unfortunately) the suitcase 

shave to be packed, In the evening you can enjoy a delicious dinner at restaurant 12 Gods.

NOTE: Weather permitting you can drop anchor in various bays if you wish. 

The route can change from autumn and spring due to weather conditions and possible 

opportunities in particular marinas. These routes are example routes!
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